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Background Patient education and motivation are crucial to behavior change, care engagement, and successful outcomes for chronic conditions such as asthma or term-limited conditions such as pregnancy. Educational programs, if not personalized, might lead to no or short-lived behavior change and suboptimal outcomes.

Objectives Using the framework of education as a continuous, repetitive, and interactive process, and leveraging ubiquitous access to mobile technology, we designed a novel digital outreach program that uses short, focused, motivational text messages targeted and tailored to patients’ risk profiles to produce sustained healthy behavior change. Messaging content and frequency are personalized for optimal and sustained effectiveness, while mitigating ‘Digital Fatigue’ risk. Advanced analytics for accurate predictive patient risk profiling drive patient engagement personalization.

Results Among Medicaid children with asthma, program participation is associated with 24% increase in outpatient visits, 24% reductions in emergency department visits, and 15% increase in controller medication use. Among Medicaid pregnant women, program participation is associated with 24% increase in prenatal visit attendance, 27% reductions in early preterm deliveries (<35 weeks), and 54% reductions in baby costs in the first year of life. Overall Program Satisfaction is high.

Conclusions Targeted text messaging tailored to patient risk profiles drives healthy behavior changes and improved health outcomes in diverse health cohorts. Leveraging advanced analytics to drive personalized digital health engagement is essential for success.
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